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"Oh, brother, I treat you like a brother and you want to be my daughter's father! I don't have a
brother like you." Lin Hao bristled, just your kind of brother is not to be desired!

Lin Hao lifted his hand and dragged the two of them up, waving his hands in the
air and setting up a formation in the void!

As Lin Hao waved his hands, an inscription formation was formed, which was
then punched by Lin Hao into their faces. The inscription formation on their faces appeared for a

while and then dissipated, thus Lin Hao also laid an illusion formation on his own face, and it was
only for Lin Ruoshi alone.

"Lin Hao, what the hell did you do to me! We are all brothers, you don't have to
be so desperate, do you? Do you want to drive everyone to extinction?"

Ao Dog was really frightened, Lin Hao was so precious to his daughter that in a fit
of rage, he didn't care about your bullshit brothers, he would cut them down.

Lin Hao rolled his eyes and left the two men on the ground in the back garden,
when Lin Ruoshi, who heard the commotion, quickly ran in.



When Lin Ruo Shi saw Lin Hao, she froze for a moment then hurried over and

took Lin Hao's hand: "Father, what's going on here? Who are these two people?"

Ha?

Ao Dog and Chen Haobei, who were in pain from Lin Hao's fall, grimaced, but
they were also stunned, what had Lin Hao done that made Lin Ruoshi recognise him?

"So, that, Xiao shi, do you still recognise me?" Chen Haobei inquired
awkwardly. ,

Lin Ruoshi shook her head decisively, "Yes, aren't you the bad uncle who tried to
kill my godfather, eh? Godfather, why are you lying on the ground, does it hurt?"

Lin Ruoshi did not know Chen Haobei, but knew Ao dog, rushed over to help Ao
dog up, but also asked Lin Hao: "Father what are you doing ah?"

Ao Dog and Chen Haobei looked at each other, both a little confused.

Lin Hao waved at Lin Ruo Shi, who walked over very nicely and hugged Lin

Hao's arm, Lin Hao smilingly spoke, "This is your Uncle Ao Dog, the housekeeper of our Lin
family, call him Godfather, this uncle is your bodyguard who is in charge of protection, his name
is Chen Haobei."



"What happened before was that this bodyguard uncle was playing around with

you, right little shi is hungry? Daddy will give you some roast meat to eat later?"

"Yes, yes, Sze loves to eat barbecued meat, then father, you guys talk, I'll go wash
the grill and tools, father, you hurry up." The first time I heard that there was barbecue, Lin Ruo
Shi's eyes lit up with joy,? The first thing you need to do is to get the tools. The first thing you

need to do is to go and pack your tools.

The two of them were left to stare at each other in the courtyard, leaving Chen
Haobei and Ao Dog in a daze.

Ao dog's brain is good to react quickly, Ao dog slammed his thighs: "Damn, Lin
Hao how did you do it? You've done a great job of stealing the day and hiding it from the world!"

"What do you mean?" Chen Haobei was still a bit confused.

"Silly batch, no wonder you got beaten up." Ao Dog glanced at Chen Haobei:
"Didn't you notice that Lin Hao just did such a bout of blind manipulation, directly exchanging all
of our identities? You became the identity of the previous Lin Hao, while I became you and he,
Lin Hao, became me, at least that's how it looked to Lin Ruoshi, all of our identities were
switched."

Lin Hao was so angry that he spat blood, which one of your eyes saw that Laozi

was operating blindly? This is a proper inscription illusion formation!



"Huh?" Chen Haobei was shocked, could it be that it had something to do with the
inscription formation Lin Hao had just set up? This operation was too tawdry!

But why could Ao Dog be a godfather and he could only be a little bodyguard?
Ao Dog was aggrieved in his heart, what could he possibly do, a bodyguard was better than being
kicked out of the house by Lin Ruoshi.

As for Lin Hao's tactics, they were indeed formidable, making people not expect
them at all.

Lin Hao was too lazy to bother with the two and urged them to hurry over to help,
and if they didn't want to eat, they could do whatever they wanted.

Lin Hao's roast meat is taken from the meat of the finest spiritual beast, the taste is
absolutely great, no one can refuse it, the two of them are not good enough to argue with Lin Hao

about this matter, rush to help Lin Ruo Shi's busy, besides, there is no point in arguing, he is Lin
Ruo Shi's real father.
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This was Lin Hao's solution, and even more so, he had no choice but to place illusion formations
on all three of their faces, and only for Lin Ruoshi alone, thus allowing the three of them to be

completely switched.

The three of them were completely switched. I'll give you a way to conceal the
sky, steal the sky and change the sun, is the Heavenly Dao a bully? It's just a rule consciousness
generated by heaven and earth, you are still a bit young to play with me.



As the saying goes, people are happy when they meet someone, and finally taking

care of this matter of Lin Ruoshi made Lin Ruoshi so happy that he whistled, and even started to

think about what school to let Lin Ruoshi go to.

It doesn't matter if Lin Ruoshi doesn't remember him, as long as he knows he's
Lin Ruoshi's father.

Looking at Lin Hao's happy and proud look, Ao Dog and Chen Haobei were

speechless. This guy must have forgotten how mad Lin Ruo Shi was when she couldn't recognise
him.

If Lin Ruoshi hadn't stood up for Chen Haobei and blocked the sword, there
wouldn't be any Chen Haobei now.

"Father, what are you so happy about, come on, come on, come on, the roast meat
is all skewered." Lin Ruoshi was bouncing around the courtyard, busy, like an elf dancing on the
petals of a flower.

"So lively, it seems I've come at the right time." Outside the door suddenly rang
out Vermilion Bird's crisp voice.

Lin Hao's face changed slightly as his body flickered violently and disappeared in
place.



"Who is it?" Lin Ruoshi looked up curiously and suddenly froze, "Huh? Strange,
where did father run off to? And who was the woman who spoke just now?"

"What's wrong Brother Lin?" Before Zhuque could react, she was dragged straight

to the Qinhuai River by Lin Hao, as neither side was wearing a military uniform, and Zhuque

didn't want to be too rusty with Lin Hao, she could be grown up now oh, so she called Lin Hao as
big brother Lin.

Lin Hao awkwardly wiped a cold sweat, fortunately, fortunately, fortunately,
fortunately he reacted quickly, if he had been slower he would have been finished.

Lin Hao told the Vermilion Bird not to move, then he repeated his trick, calling
out a divine pattern, placing an illusion formation on the Vermilion Bird's face, so that when Lin
Ruoshi saw the Vermilion Bird, she could not actually see the Vermilion Bird's real face, but
instead saw the appearance of Shen Xiyan.

"Brother Lin, what the hell are you doing oh? You've got something on my face."
Vermilion Bird was baffled by Lin Hao.

She knew that Lin Hao was home and had just settled down and ran over here
without stopping, only to have Lin Hao dragged her here right after she entered and then made

these strange and weird things.

Lin Hao looked at Zhu Que helplessly and explained Lin Ruoshi's situation to her,
and Zhu Que was shocked: "This, this is even possible? What's wrong with Xiao Shi? How did

she become like this?"



"This is Xiao shi's dharma body that went down to the mortal world for training,
her memories were stripped away, it would be ten years later if she wanted to recover." Lin Hao
smiled awkwardly and pointed at Vermilion Bird's face, "So just did this as a last resort."

Vermilion Bird frowned, "So now that you've arranged a formation on my face,
I've taken on the appearance of my sister-in-law?"

"Precisely, in Xiao Shi's eyes you are what Xie Yan looks like, and what you look
like to everyone else is still what you look like." Lin Hao spread his hands in satisfaction, "Let's go,
go back to the barbecue, it just so happens that there's something I need to ask you for help with."

After hearing this Zhuque immediately felt angry and laughed, and angrily kicked
Lin Hao: "Bastard!"

"? Servant Shan'er closed Wu Ai Zha? No big, no little kid." Lin Hao glared at

Vermilion Bird with no good grace, after ten years of not seeing her, this Vermilion Bird had

become more and more attractive, but in Lin Hao's eyes, wasn't she still a little brat.

"Little hell! I'm already twenty-three, I'm not small anymore! It's time to get
married!" After saying that, Zhuque's cheeks blushed with shame.

Lin Hao was surprised to hear Vermilion Bird's words and looked back at

Vermilion Bird, just in time to see Vermilion Bird's blushing face.



Lin Hao froze, but also ha, twenty-three or four years old, pavilion young girl,
married is indeed ready to marry, this is true at all.

The fact is that the girl's face is blushing.
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Of course, Lin Hao understood it very well.

Immediately, he looked seriously up and down at Zhuque, who was
uncomfortable by Lin Hao's stare, blushed even redder and couldn't help but rage, "What are you

looking at, what are you doing, do you still want the old cow to eat the young grass?"

"Crap? I'm an old cow? hetui~! I'll always be eighteen, I don't care about you, an
old woman." Lin Hao said in a bad mood, no matter how he counted, he was still considered
young, right, but to be called an old cow, how could he bear it?

"Bastard, I'll strangle you to death, how dare you call me an old woman!" Angry,
Zhuque lunged towards Lin Hao with her teeth and claws open.

Although we actually counted as superior and subordinate, but also considered Lin
Hao's friends, so Zhuque naturally did not estimate, not to mention that it is not normal for little
girls to play a little temper once in a while.



But how would Lin Hao let him get away with it?

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services

to the public, such as the Internet, the Internet and the Internet.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing.

"How about this, if you can't, I'll introduce you to a handsome man who is the
right match for you?"

"A handsome guy? Is he as handsome as you?" The vermilion bird also stopped

crying, wiped a handful of tears and looked at Lin Hao with glowing eyes.

Lin Hao frowned, naturally he was not as handsome as him, so he thought about
introducing Chen Haobei to Zhuque, Chen Haobei was at least the youngest of the Chen family,
although he had already withdrawn from the Chen family, he was still considered a good match,
and his Chen family ancestor was still the acting Immortal King of the Immortal Court.

In addition, Chen Haobei's realm is also a fifth-grade Illusionary Spirit Master,
which is even better than Zhu? The Chen Hao Bei realm is also a fifth level Illusionary Spirit

Master, which is even better than Zhu? The fact that the bird is a tier above, this is indeed a bit of
a match.



The key is for Chen Haobei to stop thinking about Shen Xiyan, although Lin Hao
also feels that he is now a star-crossed mentality towards Shen Xiyan, when Shen Xiyan as a
goddess idol to worship, but Lin Hao still feels uncomfortable in his heart.

"Well, handsome is naturally not as handsome as me." Lin Hao helplessly spread

his hands, the world can not find a few people more handsome than himself ah ......emmm,, Lin
Hao even feel that he is not a little narcissistic.

"Cut ...... not as handsome as you still say a fart, no need to introduce you." As
soon as he heard that he was not as handsome as Lin Hao, Zhuque lost interest.

Lin Hao cried and laughed: "Little girl, this is a dangerous idea, if you use me as
your standard to find a date, I'm afraid you'll have to end up alone."

"You're the one who's lonely and important! I'll beat you to death." Vermilion Bird
was furious, and the two of them could not help but make a scene again. The Vermilion Bird was
saying in his heart: "Well, who made you so outstanding? If I can't find someone as good as you,
or even better, then I might as well die alone.

When they heard the commotion, everyone came out to see what was going on,
while Chen Hao was a bit indignant and rushed out to reprimand the two, but eventually smiled

and retreated, that was someone else's business, who was he to reprimand?

The two of them were not even able to influence the relationship between the
couple, so how could this Vermilion Bird be possible?



"Father, didn't we say we were going to roast meat, why did you run away." Lin
Ruoshi burst out from behind the two Ao Dogs and looked curiously at Lin Hao and Vermilion
Bird.

When Lin Ruoshi saw Vermilion Bird, she couldn't help but be stunned and

looked at Vermilion Bird with great surprise.

Lin Hao knew in his heart that it was really as he had guessed, and even Vermilion
Bird was a little apprehensive, after all, Lin Hao had just told her about Lin Ruoshi's situation.

Vermilion Bird hesitated and was about to speak, but Lin Ruo Shi suddenly
frowned and shouted, "You are a shameless woman, who are you anyway? Why are you

pretending to be my mother?"
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Gah?!

Everyone in the room was stunned, what, what the hell?

"Xiao Shi, listen to my explanation ......" Zhu Que tried to explain in a panic.

But Lin Ruoshi didn't give the other party a chance and glared angrily at

Vermilion Bird, "Get back to your appearance, or I won't be polite!"



Then she glared at Lin Hao: "Father, how can you lie to me like this! Although this
person looks so much like my mother, she is definitely not my mother, even if you can't find her
for the time being, father, you shouldn't lie to me."

Lin Hao was dumbfounded and subconsciously asked, "You remember about

your mother?"

What the hell was this, was Shen Xiyan more important in Lin Ruoshi's heart than
himself? It had to be said that Lin Hao was a little jealous.

"I don't remember, but I just know that this woman looks a lot like my mother,
but she is definitely not my mother." Lin Ruoshi shook her head in bewilderment.

Whew!

Lin Hao exhaled a foul breath, that would prove one thing, that Lin Ruoshi indeed
didn't remember anyone, but he, the other father, couldn't tell the difference, but he could tell

who was her mother.

The first thing you need to do is to get rid of the problem.

Lin Hao removed the formation from Vermilion Bird's face, revealing his original
face. Vermilion Bird also hurriedly apologized to Lin Ruoshi, but Lin Ruoshi did not take it too



seriously, so this matter was finally over, otherwise Lin Hao did not know what would happen

next.

The crowd ate a meal of Lin Hao's roast meat, everyone looked like they couldn't
get enough, they were obviously completely conquered by Lin Hao's cooking, it was the first
time in ten years that they had eaten Lin Hao's cooking again.

After eating, we were chatting when Lin Ruo Shi asked to go to school. According
to Lin Ruo Shi's current appearance, it was indeed time for her to go to school, and it was a

secondary school.

Lin Hao agreed, and Lin Ruoshi said she wanted to go to junior high school, the
reason was that she could graduate quickly and go to university.

This made Lin Hao laugh and cry, but he had confidence in his daughter and

didn't refuse, so he asked Zhu Que to help arrange this, which was just a matter of words, but Lin
Hao didn't feel at ease, he was afraid that the unscrupulous one would bully his daughter, not to
mention that his daughter was so beautiful, so Lin Hao asked Zhu Que to arrange a teacher position
for him at Jinling Third Middle School, which was relatively free and didn't require any
professional knowledge.

After all, if you let Lin Hao quietly teach people, it's not so bad to mislead them.
The actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot more than just a couple of hours to get a lot more
than just a couple of hours. The main reason is that Lin Hao is used to salty fish, which has the
mood to teach people ah.



The first thing that happened was that Lin Hao's request, whether it was because of
his own orders or those given by Liu Mou, naturally Zhuque would not refuse, and with one phone
call the matter was settled.

The next day coincided with the third middle school celebration, Lin Hao and
Zhuque took Lin Ruo Shi to drive to the third middle school. As soon as Lin Ruo Shi got off the
bus, she jumped and took Lin Hao's hand, looking around curiously, everything around her felt

incomparably new.

This made Lin Hao feel a little guilty in his heart, when he didn't let Lin Ruoshi go
to school, it was this little girl who was so intent on clinging to herself, instead she was running

around with herself at such a young age, as if the childhood that really belonged to ordinary

children had nothing to do with her.

This is the perfect opportunity for Lin Ruoshi to get involved in the things that she
should be doing at her age.

But the arrival of the three of them really drew everyone's attention at once. Both
male and female students stopped to look over here in awe, and even the school teachers stopped
to watch.

"Oh my, this girl is so beautiful! She has a lively personality and an outstanding

temperament, so fairy-like, just like a fairy who doesn't eat fire and smoke."
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"Yes, compared to this girl, our school flower is nothing! But this girl is so pretty, how come we

haven't seen her before?"

"I don't know, she's probably a transfer student, right? If she's a transfer student,
haha, then we're in for a treat!"

"Tsk, I feel like the woman next to her is pretty too? I think she's pretty too. No,
she might be a trainee teacher here, she's so beautiful, my goddess!"

The male students, along with some teachers, were all caught by Lin Ruoshi and

Zhu Qiao, marvelling at the beauty of the two.

As for those female students, they all looked at Lin Hao with little pink stars in

their eyes, and many little girls were even bold enough to exclaim, "What a handsome uncle,
much more handsome than those traffic cream boys!"

"It must be the new teacher, I wish it was the teacher of our class, my male god

hey!"

Lin Hao is already handsome, but also handsome with character, plus his
introverted temperament, deep gaze, with that thin beard scruff, is not a charming and introverted
uncle.



This kind of man, for those girls who have never entered society and are at the age
of youth, is simply full of fatal temptation, and even several female teachers could not help but

stop and look at Lin Hao with burning eyes.

This made Lin Hao feel uncomfortable, this, this is embarrassing, huh?

Especially when they heard those female students even shouted very boldly,
"Uncle I like you ......"

The corners of Lin Hao's mouth twitched, "Uncle? How the hell did I become an

uncle?

What the hell do you all know! A man is a teenager until he dies!

Because men don't mature, they only grow old, and that's not being a teenager
until they die!

Lin Hao didn't expect that just sending his daughter to school would cause such a

commotion.

What Lin Hao didn't expect was that in just half a day's time, Lin Ruo Shi hadn't
even finished the formalities for transferring to another school, and Lin Ruo Shi had become the

No. 1 school flower of Jinling Third Middle School ...... Soon, learning that Zhu Qi had arrived,
the headmaster of the Third Middle School, Lin Qing, dared not be slow, and even brought three
vice-principals and several trustees out to greet her personally.



However, she was refused by Zhuque, she knew that Lin Hao wanted to keep a

low profile and was too lazy to make that much of a fuss.

Lin Qing had no choice but to wait in the headmaster's office, after all, this person
who came was not simple, this was the newly transferred head of the military district in Jinling,
and even more so, he was also the deputy head of the Jinling Education Department.

At the same time they were also very curious, such a person was only here for a
teacher and transfer student? But they didn't dare to ask, where could they ask such a personage

to do something?

However, what shocked Lin Hao was that he ran into an acquaintance outside the

headmaster's office.

The other party was equally stunned to see Lin Hao, almost not petrified on the

spot, especially when he saw Lin Ruo Shi's appearance, Lin En also recognised Lin Ruo Shi, after
all, he had a very deep memory of this cute little girl, to think that after ten years of not seeing her,
that little girl back then had actually grown so big, Zhu Qiao he also knew the same,met her a few
times, not a deep friendship.

Lin En was just about to ask, when Lin Hao asked with equal curiosity, "Lin En,
why are you here?"

Compared to ten years ago, Lin En was also much more mature and stable now,
remembering that when the Remorseless Inn was still open, this guy was still a handsome anchor



in his twenties, it was reasonable to say that the Lin Family Group hadn't collapsed either, so how
come by the look of him, he had instead run away to become a teacher here? After all, he still had
a teacher's work tag hanging around his neck.

Lin En smiled awkwardly, "I was bored and my dad was in his prime, so I came
here to experience life, I didn't do much, I just became a PE teacher."

"I was looking for my uncle, but he said he had someone important to see, and
now I think it's you guys." Lin En's eyesight was not bad, he knew that Lin Hao had not shown up

for ten years, now he appeared in a low profile, naturally he wanted to keep a low profile.

Lin Hao cried and laughed, is all know that PE teachers are good at muddling

through, right?
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"Your uncle is?"

"His uncle is the headmaster of this school, Lin Qing." Zhuque shrugged his

shoulders and helped Lin En explain.

Lin Hao couldn't help but be speechless, even this? Lin Hao walked over and

patted Lin En's shoulder, "Then I'll be counting on you to take care of us from now on, we'll be
comrades from now on, I have things to do so I'll go in first, we'll talk later."



After Lin Hao pushed the door in, Lin En was still frozen in place: what did Boss

Lin mean? Gay? Fuck, no? Boss Lin is going to be a teacher here?

As soon as the three of them pushed the door in, seven or eight people inside stood
up and applauded in welcome, and Lin Qing, who was blessed with a Mediterranean Sea, came
over and shook hands with Zhu Que incomparably politely: "Welcome General Murong to inspect

our school, it's an honour!"

"I believe this is the new teacher introduced by General Lin, right? And this

transfer student, hello you guys, I am the headmaster of our school, Lin Qing." After saying that
he did not forget to greet both Lin Hao father and daughter, Lin Hao simply gave a slight nod to
Lin Qing, what surprised him even more was the fact that Zhu Qi's surname was Murong?

To be honest, after knowing each other for so many years, the embarrassing thing

was that it seemed like they didn't even know each other's names.

"How do you have time to care about my name when you are so busy with your

day to day business, my real name is Murong Lark." Vermilion Bird looked at Lin Hao's puzzled
eyes and rolled her eyes in no good humour.

"You don't say it, the hell knows." Lin Hao bristled.

The people present were all old-fashioned, and once they took a look at the tone of
their conversation, they were afraid that their relationship was not simple ah, and this man's
background was probably not simple either, so they became more and more polite.



If it weren't for Lin Hao, this kind of trivial matter would have been a phone call

away, so she wouldn't have needed to come in person.

Obviously Lin Qing and the others were also prepared, but when it came time to
fill out the information, all the people present were confused ...... how the hell did this happen?

The fact that Lin Ruoshi had never attended primary or junior high school and had
no information about transferring schools was not enough, but Lin Hao's side was even worse, not
only did he not have any experience in the field, but he also did not have a teaching certificate.

This is the top secondary school in Jinling, how can they do this?

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services

to the public.

The people in the room secretly said: "Oh, I guess it's that big brother's family
again, who has nothing better to do than to experience life.

But for Lin Ruoshi, it is estimated that from childhood is a private tutor, but Lin?
Dyeing Shan Ai Er Fu Xi Ai Yi? Qing is still a little worried: "That, Mr. Lin, this is the last
semester of junior year, and it's already been half a month, can Lin Ruoshi's homework really
catch up?"



"Heehee, Grandpa Principal doesn't need to worry oh, I've already started

studying for all my university courses, I'm not afraid." Lin Ruoshi smiled adorably, revealing two
small tiger teeth and two pear swirls that were even more intoxicating.

Lin Qing heard Lin Ruoshi say this, froze for a moment, but did not say anything
else, after all, the rich family's private tutor is powerful, fourteen-year-old girl, has begun to learn
the university course, is really powerful.

Lin Ruo Shi was assigned to class one, which was the absolute top class of the
junior high school, so there was no problem with this arrangement.

Lin Hao, including Lin Hao, successfully took up his post and was in charge of PE
for both Class 1 and Class 6, a job that couldn't have been easier.

After all, there are only two PE lessons in a week for one class, and at most four

PE lessons for four classes. The key is that it is still such a stressful period in the third year of

school, so I guess it is not bad for two classes to have two PE lessons a week combined.

If you don't say that the PE teacher always takes the blame, not this teacher said
the PE teacher is not feeling well, this section is self-study or mock exams, and then it is the PE
teacher to take a leave of absence, today on the maths class, the school knows, routine operation!

Lin Hao also curiously asked a mouth Lin En is responsible for those classes?



Lin Qing froze for a moment, did not expect Lin Hao still knew his nephew, it
seems to have to find his nephew to ask, what are these big shots?
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Lynn is in charge of the junior year, III. IV. V. In fact, before Lin Hao came, he was in charge of
all six classes in the junior year, and because Lin Hao came, two classes were divided between

Lin Hao.

It is also true that six classes add up to twelve PE lessons a week, and a PE teacher
is too idle to do anything about it. Now that Lin Hao is here, he has no choice but to give Lin Hao
another position.

Because today is the school festival, no work is scheduled for the time being.
Zhuque and Lin Ruoshi went back first because Lin Ruoshi still needed to buy some things for
school, so it was just as well that Zhuque took her there.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, approached Lin En, who was also considered a friend,
just so he could take him to familiarise himself with the environment.

"Haha, Boss Lin hasn't seen you for ten years, how are you?" Seeing Lin Hao, Lin
En quickly greeted him, he had been waiting outside for Lin Hao, although Lin Hao had
disappeared for ten years, Lin En was clear that the group of people Lin Hao had once brought out,
the terrifying influence was no less than back then ah.

Especially the group of Jun Wu Ren and the others, that was an incomparably
powerful existence that had increased in volume at least several times compared to ten years ago.



"You can't call me any more Boss Lin, I don't necessarily open the Remorseless
Inn anymore, not to mention that we are comrades now, call me Teacher Lin Hao, don't you think
so Teacher Lin En?" Lin Hao looked at Lin En with a smirk.

Lin En's eyes widened, "No way, you're coming for real?"

"Nonsense, I'm here to lighten your load, I'll be in charge of the PE lessons for

Class 1 and Class 6 from now on." Lin Hao scolded with a smile.

It made Lin En laugh and cry, he was already salty enough being in charge of six
classes by himself, now he actually came with an even more salty one and helped him share two

and a half more, so I guess the PE teachers of other grades would have to scold them for being

salty kings.

Lin En took Lin Hao to his office, where teachers of the same grade, all in the
same office, made it convenient to work.

On the way Lin En curiously asked Lin Hao where he had been for the past ten
years, suddenly disappearing, all missing, Lin Hao did not answer, and told Lin En not to talk

about him to others, he can now be equivalent to retirement here.

When Lin En saw this, he naturally could not ask further questions, don't look at
the two of them as if they were friends, but Lin En knew that they were originally from the same

world, and some things were not accessible to him.



But he came to be a salty fish but he had an unexpected joy, this is not just to take
advantage of the work, to make a good relationship with Lin Hao, if his father knew, must be
happy to die.

"By the way big brother Lin, there's another important thing I don't know if you

know, it's about Nan Ge." Lin En responded by suddenly looking at Lin Hao and asking.

Lin Hao shook his head, he had only returned for how long ah, he didn't know
anything about the outside world.

Lin En told Lin Hao that Sea Sheep had also stopped broadcasting, instead he had
started his own broadcasting company and seemed to be doing well now, as for Nan Ge, that was
the most accomplished of them all.

As for Nan Ge, she was the most successful of them all. Today, Nan Ge was
already a famous actress who had become popular in the north and south of the country.

Lin Hao was so surprised that his eyes widened, that big-hearted girl was now a

big star? Once just a singing anchor, she was now such an accomplished actress?

Lin En told him that Nan Ge had become popular on the internet because of a
cover song, and before that, because of the live broadcast of No Regrets Inn, she had also gotten
the glory's sake, so she soared to the top and was scouted by a big company to make her debut as
a singer, and finally became popular quickly because of a web drama.



Then more and more big productions, high quality scripts and important roles

came and went, and with all the accumulation over the years, it can now be said that Nan Ge

occupies an unassailable position in the Chinese fish circle.

Lin Hao was really shocked, he didn't expect that in ten years' time, they had each
undergone a radical change, Lin Hao was also quite happy for them, look again? Shan Fu Wu Di

Xi Di Er Er? Look around this goods.

Lin Hao disliked Lin En speechlessly, "After saying so much, are you ashamed?"

Lin En was dumbfounded by Lin Hao's question for a while and stood

dumbfounded in the corridor of the teaching building looking at Lin Hao.
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"What am I ashamed of?"

"What are you ashamed of? Hai Yang has no background as a kid, now people are

the owner of a live broadcasting company, Nan Ge is also a small anchor who only fights, now
they are a big star who is popular in the north and south of the country, and you? The titular Lin

Group's eldest son, but he has become a gym teacher in middle school, what do you think you are
ashamed of." Lin Hao was also speechless, the grand son of the Lin Group, ah, but he was willing
to be a salty fish.



"What can I do, I'm desperate too." Lin En spread his hands, "If I don't salted for

a while I won't have time to salted, this is not a wave before I go back to inherit the family
business."

Lin Hao gave him a blank look and ignored him.

The two of them were talking and laughing for a while before they reached the
third floor of the junior teaching building, where a large classroom area was converted into the

junior teacher's office, not to mention that it was quite spacious and the office environment was

good.

A dozen desks were arranged in an orderly manner, and all the teachers of the

third year were added up, including Lin En, making a total of seventeen teachers, including Lin

Hao, making a total of eighteen.

Five female teachers, the rest were all male, but generally not very old. What

made Lin Hao's eyes shine was that these five female teachers were all good looking, with two of
them being extremely good.

The beautiful woman with a tall figure, a lady's suit, and a cold face, who was a
little bit rejecting, was the class teacher of the first class, a cold and arrogant beauty known in the
school, Qin Yan.

For Qin Yan's background Lin En did not know much, but it should be a great

deal, and even more elite graduates of prestigious schools, naturally arrogant and high-cold,
usually do not have any communication with other teachers.



As for the other one, the young female teacher with a hot body and sexy clothes,
wearing Parisian house to show her flirtatious style is the class six teacher Lin Yan, moreover the
goddess in the heart of the single male teachers in the school, even many married male teachers

covet.

In other people's words, that is sao, available Lin Yan's words is, beautiful
appearance should let others see, to appreciate, obviously have this capital instead of hiding, that
is not the blasphemy of beauty?

But although Lin Yan was charming and passionate, and could get hot with almost

any man, there were never any rumors, let alone any man who could really get her.

Lin Hao retracted his gaze, such a woman is really uncomplicated, how many of

those who can manage to pass through a million flowers without a single leaf touching their bodies

are simple people?

Lin? The woman was a very beautiful woman. The reason for this is because the
two of them are so stunning and eye-catching at first glance that Lin Hao withdrew his gaze after

looking at them for two more times.

This is not surprising to Lin En, after all, he is also just a little bit interested in that
Qin Yan big beauty outside, Lin Yan is also not very interested, as for the more knowledgeable
Lin Hao, it is even less likely to look at.



"Yo, young master Lin, where did you find this handsome man? Lin Yan looked

up just in time to meet Lin Hao's gaze and instantly lit up, wasn't this the handsome man full of
manly charm that she saw on campus today?

Lin Yan couldn't help but tease Lin En, although people didn't know Lin En's
background, but this guy drove a convertible sports car to and from work everyday, it wasn't too
much to call him Lin Da Shao.

At that time, she had stopped to watch the crowd for a long time, did she really

guess that he was the new teacher at this school?

Hearing Lin Yan's voice, the dozen or so teachers in the office, all raised their

heads and looked at Lin Hao curiously, and the eyes of those female teachers looking at Lin Hao
were all filled with amazement.

There was one exception, and that was Qin Yan.

Qin Yan seemed to be grading homework, when she heard Lin Yan's movement,
she slightly looked up and when she looked lightly at Lin Hao's face, a flash of amazement
flashed in her eyes, but it quickly faded away and she continued to look down and go about her

business, seemingly not taking it to heart.
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Qin Yan's reaction also surprised Lin Hao slightly, she was really a cold and arrogant beauty, it
seems that Lin En was right, I am afraid that this Qin Yan is not simple either.



Lin En introduced herself graciously, "This is Lin Hao, our new PE teacher in the

third year, he is in charge of the PE classes of the sixth and first classes, he is also my friend,
everyone give me face and take care of me in the future."

It was really a newly transferred teacher, ah, every female teacher in the office,
except Qin Yan, was so excited, another eye-catching handsome guy, really happy, Lin En was
already considered a handsome guy, I didn't expect to see an even more handsome one coming.

Although the other male teachers were also younger, they were just crooked
compared to the two of them.

The male teachers, on the other hand, were all frowning and staring at Lin Hao

with unkind eyes.

Now they can't even drink the soup, don't you see that one female teacher is like
a hungry wolf seeing meat, almost jumping on it.

"Giggle, so the handsome brother is really a teacher of the transfer ah, Lin Hao
handsome brother hello, my name is Lin Yan, from now on I will cover you." Lin Yan smiled
charmingly and moved gently in front of Lin Hao with her lotus steps, extending her soft,
boneless hand to shake Lin Hao's hand.

Out of politeness, Lin Hao naturally could not refuse, but who knew that the other

party would not let go once she shook it, and even rubbed her soft little hand on her palm.



"Hello, Miss Lin Yan. Nice to meet." Lin Hao was embarrassed? Izayzai zero

whisk er ground whisk? Awkwardly, he drew back his hand, secretly saying, what a demon, no
wonder it made these male teachers so crazy.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to do.

But Lin Hao thought about it, you guys are jealous of each other, it's none of my

business, he just happens to be in this salty fish retirement, and also incidentally can pay attention
to his daughter's situation is not.

Lin Yan, however, was not embarrassed at all, but on the contrary, she flirted with
Lin Hao and threw him a wink: "Big brother Lin Hao, today is the school celebration, there is
nothing to do, why don't my sister take you around the campus and get familiar with the

environment?"

If it was someone else, I guess the bones would have been lighter and I would

have lost track of the north and the south.

But Lin Hao was not an ordinary man, so he shook his head politely, "I won't
bother Miss Lin Yan, I'll just stroll around with Lin En later."

Rejected!



Lin Yan was dumbfounded, this was the first time she had ever taken the initiative
and been rejected.

Those male teachers were incomparably jealous and at the same time very
surprised, if it were them, I'm afraid they would have been so excited that they would have

thrown themselves up in the air, such a great opportunity, and he refused it!

Even so, they were even more unbalanced in their hearts, why should he be able to
get Lin Yan's favour? Not convinced!

Lin Hao thought about it, the PE class he taught, it seemed like these two beauties
happened to be the class teachers, the others could ignore it, but these two, they still had to say

hello.

Then Lin Hao walked up to Qin Yan's desk, gently knocked on the desk and

politely said, "Hello teacher Qin Yan, I am the new PE teacher in your class, Lin Hao."

Only then did Qin Yan look up again, her expression didn't change much, still
nodding coldly, "Hello teacher Lin Hao."

The incomparably simple greeting, coupled with that cold tone, clearly indicated
the other party's attitude, and immediately after the greeting, she lowered her head and went

about her own business, paying no attention to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao touched his nose with slight embarrassment, this chick was really cold.



The good thing is that Lin Hao didn't care, after finding his office position and
cleaning up a little, he wandered around the school with Lin En. After all, he was a physical
education teacher and didn't need any other teaching materials, just a few keys to physical

education equipment, and there didn't seem to be anything left.
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Unfortunately, Lin Hao just strolled around for a while and then couldn't go on, Mud, it turned out
that being handsome was such a painful thing, everywhere he went he was surrounded by female

students, just like a star coming to the campus parade, Lin Hao hurriedly found an excuse to slip
away.

"Hey, what the hell, being handsome turns out to be such a pain." Lin Hao exhaled
outside the campus, "If I need to pay taxes for being handsome, then even if I have tens of billions
more family assets, it won't be enough to pay taxes."

Lin En, who was following behind Lin Hao, heard Lin Hao's words and
immediately scolded in a bad mood, "Holy shit ...... you should have some face, it's the first
time I've seen someone praise themselves so shamelessly."

Lin Hao looked back at Lin En and shook his head sympathetically, "It's true that
jealousy makes a person's face completely different."



"I ...... damn it!" He had never seen such a shameless person before, even if he
knew Lin Hao's identity, but after hearing Lin Hao's words just now, he almost went up and
hammered Lin Hao.

By the time Lin En reacted, Lin Hao had long since disappeared.

In the blink of an eye, how could he have disappeared in the blink of an eye?

Looking at the busy scene on campus, Lin En shrugged his shoulders, he was a
physical education teacher, so he didn't need to be a part of the fun.

Lin En went back to his father to explain the situation, but of course, his father was
forbidden to divulge the news, and Lin En was looking forward to the rest of the day, with Lin
Hao around, his next day at work would not be boring!

The next morning, Lin Hao was woken up by Lin Ruoshi early in the morning. Lin
Ruoshi did not live at school and therefore did not have to get up so early to do morning exercises,
but morning reading was a must.

Therefore, Lin Hao was woken up by Lin Ruoshi at 6.30am.

Lin Hao didn't want to wake up, but thinking that it was Lin Ruo Shi's first day of
class, Lin Hao had to get up and rush to make breakfast, pack up and take Lin Ruo Shi to class,
and then set out on the road to nurse his child.



At the same time, a low-key luxury suv luxury car parked outside the door of the
Lin family ancestral home, the car door opened, Lin En smilingly from the car down. Chen
Haobei heard the commotion and opened the door to step out, seeing that it was Lin En he
couldn't help but freeze: "You have something to do?"

Chen Haobei's tone was generic and Lin En didn't mind, after all, Chen Haobei
wasn't really treated by them even ten years ago, let alone by Lin Hao.

But after all, he had worked for the Lin family for ten years as a housekeeper, and
he was a powerful illusionist, so Lin En couldn't be angry with him even if he couldn't think
straight.

"I'm here to pick up Boss Lin and his daughter from school, now Boss Lin is

working at the same school as me." Lin En smiled faintly.

Chen Haobei stared at Lin En suspiciously, "Are you sure it wasn't you who found
out that the family head had gone to your school and you found a way to transfer there?"

The corners of Lin En's mouth twitched violently, did he look like that kind of

person?

Coincidentally, Lin Hao and Lin Ruo Shi walked out hand in hand, Lin Hao said in
an unkind manner, "He had already served for some time when we went there."



"Good day to the family head and good day to the young lady." Chen Haobei
politely stepped back, thinking to himself that he had misunderstood and that it was just

coincidence.

Chen Haobei hurriedly said, "Family Head, I have prepared a car that can

transport Miss and you to and from school."

This was Chen Haobei's job, and at the same time he loved this job ah, it was nice
to be able to drive the goddess' daughter to and from school, hey, it was just that it would be

another ten years later before he could meet the goddess.

"Let's drop off and pick up again in the afternoon, people are here." Lin Hao
declined instead, sort of giving Lin En a face.

Lin En hurriedly said, "It's okay it's okay, I'll just drop off Boss Lin to and from

work, it's not very? Serve yi er love zero wu serve lu? far, it's really not possible for me to rent
an apartment here as well."

Lin En is aware that this area is now rented to the public, but this area is all let
Chen Haobei rented, he will not let some miscellaneous people come to live here, so want to live
in, but simply do not have the opportunity.

"You've had enough, haven't you? Feel free to rent it if you want to, but you're not
needed for transport to and from work." Lin Hao gave Lin En a white glance, what Lin En thought
he could not know clearly, and even more directly provoked: "I will not care about your family's
affairs, I came back, Jun Wu Ren's gang do not know, you do not give me trouble."
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